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Münchner Volkshochschule English Department Delta FAQs 
 

See http://www.cambridgeenglish.org/teaching-english/teaching-qualifications/delta/ 
For general information about the Delta qualification and modules. The questions below relate 
specifically to taking the courses at the Münchner Volkshochschule (MVHS). 
 

Why might I want to get a Delta qualification? 
There are several strong reasons for experienced ELT teachers to take Delta. You may be the sort 
of person who likes to do the best possible job in your profession and therefore interested in 
extending your teaching knowledge and your practical classroom skills in a focused, systematic 
way. Alternatively or additionally, you may feel that you wish to develop your career, in order to 
apply for posts as an academic manager, director of studies, senior teacher, teacher trainer or ELT 
writer. In many recognised schools and institutes Delta (or its only equivalent, Trinity College Dip. 
TESOL) is a requirement for the more senior positions. Amongst other successes, recent MVHS 
Delta participants have, as a result of taking Delta: got a new job in an international school, got a 
new academic administration job, got jobs restricted to Delta-qualified teachers in a private 
university, and been trained up as a CELTA tutor.    
 

Can I take all the modules in one year? 
You can if you have plenty of free time. However, for most busy teachers on the part-time courses 
it would be more realistic to take one or both of Modules 1 and 2, and afterwards to take Module 
3.  
 

Can I carry on teaching while I study? 
Yes, you should carry on teaching, both for the good of your finances, and because the course is 
interlinked with your teaching. Part-time Modules 1 and 2 are timetabled at the weekends, so that 
you can teach as normal during the week. You can take one or both of these modules part-time, 
depending on your available time. Even if you take both modules, you will still have quite a few 
free weekends in the year. Exact dates on our website (see below).   
 

Can I get any financial assistance? 
You may be able to get your Delta course sponsored through the government scheme 
‘Bildungsprämie’. This pays 500 euros towards the cost of courses for professional purposes. See 
http://www.bildungspraemie.info/  
 

Are the courses of the same quality as those offered in international chains of schools? 
Yes. All Delta Centres are inspected by Cambridge Teaching Awards including assessment of the 
premises, the course syllabus, and the tutors. Only after acceptance by Cambridge Teaching 
Awards can a Centre offer Delta courses. Our tutor team is very well-qualified ; we have the 
PGCE, Cambridge ESOL Dip. TEFL (the old name for Delta), MA Linguistics/TESOL, and a 
doctorate in TEFL as basic qualifications.  All the tutors have extensive assessed, qualified and 
recognised experience in initial and in-service ELT teacher training both in Germany and in other 
countries such as Britain, France, Poland, Turkey, Egypt, Libya, Russia, South Africa, Malaysia, 
Japan and China. We have written coursebooks, given international conference presentations 
(including plenaries), and published a considerable number of articles in various professional and 
academic ELT journals. We have experience of academic management. In addition, like tutors in 
every Delta Centre worldwide, we have all undertaken specialist training provided by Cambridge 
Teaching Awards to help us run Delta courses successfully. 
   
What is the relationship between course participants and the tutors? 
As experienced teachers you work with your tutors on a collegial, and as far as congruent with an 
assessed course, egalitarian basis. Cambridge ESOL lays down a number of formal requirements 
you have to fulfil during the course, but you have the opportunity to develop your own areas of 
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interest, each course participant working on assignment topics they have chosen themselves for 
Modules 2 and 3. You are expected to contribute actively, rather than to absorb information 
passively. Small groups contribute to a pleasant and friendly working atmosphere. 
 

Can I take the courses if I don’t live in Munich? 
Yes, even if you live in another town, you can take the part-time Module 1 and 2 courses. We 
start at 10.00 on as Saturday morning, and Sunday sessions always finish by 15.30, enabling 
people to reach our Centre in Munich from quite a distance in time for the start of the course. We 
have had many participants from Austria and other cities in southern Germany such as Stuttgart, 
as well as participants from Switzerland and Cologne. Our Module 3 course consists of 3 days f2f 
tuition followed by online tutoring, so is accessible to any participant who is willing to come to 
Munich for one three-day visit.   
 

When must I decide if I want to take a Delta module(s) course at MVHS in 
2015/2016? 
Applications for part-time Module 1 (running October and November 2015) open in April/May 
2015, and should be sent to us as email attachments by at latest Sept. 7th 2015.  Application 
dates for the Module 2 course (running Jan 2016 to May 2016) open in May 2015 and should be 
sent to us as email attachments by at latest Nov. 23rd 2015. Module 3 applications can be 
submitted throughout 2016. Full details on our website (see below).  
 

Should I take a Delta or an MA in TEFL/TESOL? 
With Delta you get the best of both worlds. It is recognised as a Master’s level qualification (Level 
7) on the British National Framework of Qualifications and this recognition will almost certainly be 
transferred to the European Framework of Qualifications currently being created. As well as 
enabling you to work at Master’s level on the theoretical side, Delta provides you with the 
opportunity to upgrade and achieve certification of your advanced classroom teaching skills. For 
this reason, for senior posts in many recognised schools and institutes an MA TEFL/TESOL is 
considered a welcome addition to your Delta, but not an alternative; i.e. they require the Delta 
even for holders of MA TEFL/TESOL. 
  
Would it be possible to take Delta courses online instead of face-to-face? 
We would recommend the face-to-face courses, although it is possible to find providers of online 
courses for Modules 1 and 3. In our f2f courses you have the benefit of support and help from 
your colleagues.  You will also benefit from the appropriate number of course hours, from the 
easily accessible tutor advice system and from the excellent tutor/course participant ratio. Online 
courses can be quite lonely and some score badly in terms of tutor support and availability (a low 
online course fee may be a warning sign of this problem). Module 2, which includes tutor-
observed teaching of your classes, can only be taken face-to-face.  
 

We hope our courses will challenge and delight you. Do join us! Further information on our 
website or by phoning/mailing the Delta Tutor Team Leader.  
 
Tutor Team Leader: Briony Beaven       
Website: www.mvhs.de/delta  Tel: Briony Beaven +49 89 92 58 51 13 
 
Tutors: Briony Beaven, Adrian Doff    E-mail: delta@schulung.mvhs.de 


